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SURVIVING SELF-SURVIVING SELF-
ISOLATION WITH THE SIX ISOLATION WITH THE SIX 
NATION ISLE CAMPAIGNNATION ISLE CAMPAIGN

MeG designer Simon Hall is no stranger to running campaigns; when the perils of COVID-19 hit he concocted 
something a little different – a campaign that can be played by gamers in isolation.

PLAYING SOLO TOGETHER

With COVID-19 hitting I had to make 
a rather different campaign to the norm. 
Six people would run their countries 
and armies, but I would need to fight the 
battles solo. 

With everything planned a group of us 
got busy and, so far, it has been great fun 
for everyone. We are six years in (that’s 
game years, though with the ongoing 
pandemic it sometimes feels like real 
years) and 21 battles have been fought. 

It has kept us going here through the 
lockdown and provided a purpose for my 
solo games. 

In the hopes of inspiring others to have 
a go, the following is a rough account of 
the workings of the campaign, the various 
rules involved, and some tips on setting 
things up and keeping them going. I will 
hopefully be back with a follow up article 
in a future issue or online, once our 
campaign is done, where I can talk about 
our experiences - the winners, the losers, 
the deals and the treachery!

Campaigns are my favourite type of 
wargaming. They take time and effort, 
but you get the fog of war aspect with 
no equality of points or knowledge of 
what you are up against. You need to get 
your troops in the right place at the right 
time, figure out where the enemy are, and 
what they might have to pit against you. 
A challenging but also tremendously fun 
way to play!  

I have run six campaigns: two WW2, one 
ECW, one samurai-era, one Napoleonic, 
and one Ancient. Three of those ended 
up damp squibs, three made it to their 
conclusion, and those experiences (the 
good and bad) helped me work out what 
makes a campaign really catch alight. 
Simplicity, a good pace, and a focus 
on the military side are the perfect fire 
triangle. Fail to bring these elements 
and gaming will fizzle out, with most 
wargamers losing interest, but catch their 
imagination and your campaign will 
become the talk of your wargames club 
and burn itself into the collective memory 
of the players for years!

FACT OR FICTION

Tip 1 - Keep iT CreaTive - Fictional campaigns are less research intensive and easier to run than 
historical ones. Sometimes they have more potential to capture the imagination - people craft a 
nation in their own image, and that energy carries the campaign forward.

In my campaign I opted for an entirely fictional setting in the classical era of Ancient warfare. 
All games are played using Mortem et Gloriam PACTO. 

Tip 2 - LighT and FLexibLe is besT - Keep the logistics light and the focus on the military 
and deal-making aspects - create a combination of familiar wargaming and the systems of a 
board game such as Diplomacy and it will be fine. Points systems are a great asset for this; the 
campaign can adapt to any period or set of rules with a points system.
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THE SIX NATION ISLE –  
DEFINING THE LAND

I wanted a rough equality between 
players and created an island made up of 
squares, with each square representing 
50km x 50km of territory. As a single 
island, this map encourages a land-based 
campaign as there is no need for military 
sea-faring. I added six nations, all with 
the same ‘resources’ of two cities, four 
towns, and eight villages.

The NaTioNs

The players were asked to choose from ten classical army lists 
and name their nation. These army lists would provide the basis 
for their troop types and you can offer up whatever will fit your 
gaming group. We ended up with the following six classics of 
ancient wargaming:

Above: The Macadamian phalanx proved a match for the Reman legionaries. Here they are in 
28mm pacto form with figures by Rob Sadler.

Above: The great walled entrance of Hecatompylos: The City of 100 
gates. Fifty feet high marble walling and spectacular gated sections 
within the city.

Right: The map from our campaign, 
with much progress and expansion 
made by the different nations.

Tip 3 - sTiCK wiTh The FamiLiar -  
I used standard months and seasons. I 
once invented a ten-month calendar with 
funky names for a campaign and though it 
seemed a good idea at the time it confused 
everyone, including me! 

REMA IMPERIUM Early Imperial Roman
SCIONS OF MACADAM Alexandrian Macedonian
THE GILLI CONFEDERATION Ancient Britons
THE PARNIAN EMPIRE Parthian
KINGDOM OF AZZARIA Early Achaemenid Persian
KINGDOM OF BAYLZDEP Later Carthaginian

The Map

The map of the isle is an important element of our campaign and, based on the 50km square convention, at 30 numbered squares deep 
and 26 lettered squares wide we have a landmass that is 1500km x 1300km (that’s roughly the surface area of Mexico) and a neat A1 
to Z30 coding system. 

Each square is colour-coded, relating to a territory type in MeG. This dictates the type of terrain for the battle: 

• Light green - coastal terrain 
if next to the sea, standard 
otherwise.

• Dark green - forest.
• Dark brown - mountains.
• Sand - plains.
Symbols represent the following 
features:

• Squares - cities.
• Triangles – towns.
• Stars – villages.
• Blue areas - major rivers.
All cities, towns, and villages 
were named by the players and 
each nation had a brief history 
and culture document that was 
compiled and circulated to all of 
the players. 
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THE NATIONS OF THE ISLE

There were full, three-page histories for each nation and they 
provided some entertaining backdrops for the campaign and 
some inter-player banter. Here are some very brief highlights.

ReMa - eaRly iMpeRial RoMaNs 

Lead by Emperor Marcus Aurelius Tyrannus - played by 
Andrew Barclay

Rema was founded by the legendary Remus, who killed his 
brother Romulus over a dispute around the design of the first 
city defences. This nation’s background is based on classical 
Rome, with a fun and clever reversal of the history, which 
amused everyone in the campaign. The culture of Rema is built 
around loyalty to the state, and pride in the Imperium. 

paRNia - paRThiaN

Lead by King Andragonas of Arshak - played by Rudy Joubert

This nation has an Eastern feel reflecting the Parthian choice 
of army type. It is a relatively new nation with a history of two 
rival tribes only recently merged. At its centre is the city of 
Hecatompylos - ‘The City of One Hundred Gates’ - with over 
100 gilt-edged gates within, across its different areas.

MacadaMia - MacedoNiaN

Lead by Prime Scion Adamant of Macadam - played by  
Robert Sadler

Centred around the city of Macadam, from which the 
Macadamia nut gets its name, this nation built its economy 
on nuts. It grows every variety known to man and trades them 
widely with the other five nations of the isle. Being very 
practical, every village has been renamed after its primary 
produce, for ease of reference. The nation is run by a council of 
the Scions of Macadam. There is no king or emperor - more a 
chairman of a ruling senate. 

azzaRia - eaRly achaeMeNid

Lead by Ben Al Shah the Great - played by Dean Hinzleman 

A talented and charismatic egomaniac - Ben Al Shah the 
Great of the Azzari, from Mecca - finally managed to unite 

Tip 4 - give pLayers Ownership - Allowing players to 
put their own brand of creativity into the campaign gets them 
engaged and energised. 

the kingdom under one banner just four years ago. The tribes 
historically have considerable independence and, in addition 
to the city dwellers, there are large numbers of nomadic horse 
peoples from the plains of the country. Azzaria is far from a 
settled place.

Baylzdep - laTeR caRThagiNiaN

Lead by His Holy Greatness, the Shining One, Rycozi - played by 
Ryan Onesta

The culture of Baylzdep is based on the greater good - every 
citizen believes in the betterment of the nation, for the 
collective is more important than the individual. The empire is 
a benevolent dictatorship, with its primary function being the 
wellbeing of its people. 

gilli coNfedeRaTioN - aNcieNT BRiToNs

Lead by High King Great Gilli - played by Andrew Gill

The Gilli Confederation is a loose-knit society of fierce tribal 
warriors and skilled artisans. Every year, a religious rite is 
performed between neighbouring villages. Young warriors dress 
in the colours of their village and kick an inflated pig bladder 
across an empty field while the rest of the villagers shout 
encouragement to ward off evil spirits.

Above: Remans cross the Mirgatae to invade Macadam. 15mm figures 
from the author’s collection.

Above: Remans camp by the river as winter hits and the campaigning season halts. 28mm figures from the author’s collection.
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Tip 5 - Keep iT simpLe - Unless you have a team of spreadsheet 
fans keep the logistics simple and concise!  

LOGISTICS

The system we used can work for any ruleset or period by 
allocating a points value to each controlled resource. For MeG 
Pacto we have:

• City = 2,500pts

• Town = 1,000pts

• Village = 500pts

Each nation starts with 13,000pts of resources which is enough for 
four decent Pacto armies of roughly 3,000pts. All you will need 
to do for your system of choice is to change the points totals here 
so a town is about a third of the cost of an army in your favourite 
rules and modify the others accordingly. 

E.g. If your normal army is 300pts then make a town 100pts, a city 
250pts and a village 50pts. 

Right: The Great Gilli. 28mm figures from the author’s collection.

Below: A barbarian federation, this Gilli tribe is proficient in the use  
of chariots. 28mm figures from the author’s collection.

aRMy supply, size, aNd The seasoNs

As armies move around the board, they must have a line of supply 
from their towns or villages. Our simple rule is that if an army is 
more than five squares from a friendly city, town or village then it 
is out of supply and will fight Combat Shy. Again, you can give a 
similar downgrade for armies relevant to your rules.

Also, apply a limitation on the size of armies in a square – we set 
it at 4,000 points which is a third larger than a basic army. If in a 
town or city, which can support anything, there is no limit applied.

Each winter season recruiting for the next campaigning season 
begins. We total up the resources owned and compare them to the 
total points costs of the armies that are in the field. Each player 
can then recruit two thirds of the points difference as new armies. 
These are mustered at their towns or cities, with each new army 
following the rules from the army lists. Additionally, new recruits 
must be 50% poor and 50% average. They will depend on battle 
experience to improve (discussed later).

Tip 6 - sLOw buiLd - The two thirds rule we use means that if 
you conquer an enemy you will gradually get to a double force, 
but not immediately. 

Tip 7 - dOn’T dawdLe! - Keep the pace up when it comes 
to movement on the map, especially early in the campaign 
when the nations are likely further away from each other.  

MAP MOVES

Map moves happen each season so represent three months 
brought together. I get the players to give me a plan for each 
army for the three months and then refer to the players on a per-
month basis when I need to know what they wish to do as they 
have encounters. 

This means that when things are simple we do three months at a 
time and the campaign ‘slows’ to one month at a time when  
it matters.

Map moves are three squares (diagonal moves allowed)  
each season; five squares if your army is fully mounted (a 
Parnian specialty). 

Major rivers take two months to cross, except where a city or 
town is on a river - bridges or fords are assumed to exist.

SCOUTING

Armies roll a D6 to spot an 
enemy army and the distance 
impacts the required roll. 

• Three squares away needs a 6+

• Two squares away needs a 5+

• Next door is much easier, a 2+

This is adjusted for their 
scouting capability and once 
they have spotted an army, they 
get an estimate of its points 
value. In our campaign this was 
provided by me, with an error 
range (set to be up to a third out) 
that can be determined with a 
dice roll or computer calculation. 
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Repeated seasons of scouting give you 
more reads so you learn about your 
opponents as the campaign evolves.

BATTLES

If armies enter the same square 
simultaneously without spotting each 
other they collide, and battle occurs. 
Given they will spot each other on a 2+ 
it is rare but it can (and in our campaign, 
did once) happen. Otherwise, when 
adjacent on the map:

• If both players want to engage there 
will be a battle

• If both want to avoid battle there will 
not be a battle

• If one player wants to avoid battle they 
must defeat the opponent’s general 
with a roll.  

In MeG this is easy - we use the same 
dice roll as for invader/defender which 
varies with the quality of general. This 
means that a Legendary General is likely 
to force a Mediocre General into battle if 
they want to or avoid it if they prefer.  

If you are engaged without spotting the 
opposing army you must deploy in march 
formation. This has happened twice in 
our campaign.

fighTiNg iT ouT

So far, to make it work as easily as 
possible while staying isolated, battles 
have all been fought by me. That does 
not mean players aren’t involved - this 
is where modern technology comes in. 
After deployment, each player receives 
two photos through WhatsApp - a top-
down view, and one of the enemy from 
their perspective. They do not know what 
the enemy troops are but can make an 
educated guess. I then get a battle plan 
from each player and try to follow it. If 
there are critical moments, I send them 
more photos and ask for orders.  

This has made for some fun battles! 
We have already had many surprises - 
equal sized armies prove to be of vastly 

RANDOM EVENTS

Real warfare is full of random events and confusion; some are minor, others serious. I have a 
3D6 table for these possibilities and I roll once per season for each nation.

So far we haven’t had a natural disaster, but we have had a king die of a heart attack, an 
assassination attempt on a leader, and traitors opening the gates of a city. Ironically the outbreak 
of plague has been our most common event. What could be more 2020 than that frequency on 
something that needs a 4 on 3D6?

Tip 9 - wiTh greaT pOwer COmes greaT TinKering - If the same result keeps coming you might be 
tempted to take charge and, with your campaign controlling ‘Hand of God’, change it. Try not to. 
It’s a slippery slope and once you get a taste of that power who knows where it will lead!

Tip 8 - TaKe COmmand OF yOur  
Own Campaign - Don’t underestimate 
the fun that can still be had by players 
who aren’t specifically playing the 
games. Our hugely different approach 
to standard gaming gave the opposing 
leaders new challenges to consider 
that, in all honesty, might not be too 
far from the realities generals faced in 
these Ancient battles.

different quality at times and some unusual games, such as trying to break out from a 
besieged city, through two gates, have been highlights.

suppoRTiNg aRMies

Concentration of forces needs to be useful. If someone has a second army that is 
adjacent to a battle, we allow them to support the main army, though this is situational:

• If both armies were static on the map then the supporting army can supply a third of 
their force plus a general as an extra command. 

• If either were moving then they can provide the support either as a flank march 
(using the usual Flank March rules) or as reserves that come into play more easily 
on the board edge. Note that in both cases these troops may not arrive.  

In MeG arrival is on number of RED command discs so we give reserves a free RED 
as a credit. This means that reserves are more likely to arrive but are less deadly. We 
have had three battles where both armies had a flank march on opposite sides, and 
Baylzedep have proved to be the masters of the lost flank march!

SPIES

Spying is built into the game - information is fed to players before each set of map 
moves, based on a random roll I make each season. A simple 2D6 table is enough to 
cover this and provide interesting possibilities.  

Above: These Baylzdepian elephants repeatedly caused chaos for the tribal Gilli.  
Figures from author’s collection.
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Tip 10 - be Open buT reaLisTiC - Let 
your players throw their ideas at you 
and be a reasonable moderator. If their 
suggestion does not feel quite right seek 
a compromise, if a compromise can’t be 
found, seek player consensus. If that can’t 
be found you can always roll a dice!

SIEGES

The ultimate purpose of the opposing nations is to capture the enemy villages, towns and cities and subjugate the people - thereby depleting enemy 
resources while adding to your own. As in real warfare, sieges play a significant role. Villages simply belong to their last occupier but towns and 
cities have walls. These can be assaulted but with big benefits to defenders (+2 and +3 in MeG). If there is no garrison present, a militia of poor 
troops with short spears defends the walls.

If besieged, a town lasts six months and a city twelve months before they are utterly depleted. In the second half of that period the defenders 
degrade (again we use Combat Shy in MeG). A besieger can wait for it to collapse or try to storm it.

A besieger can equip one unit (TuG) each month with siege engines, which cancels the defences out against that unit. Therefore, besiegers may 
become more confident to storm the walls as time progresses.

So far, we have had three successful assaults on weakened town and cities.

AFTER BATTLE

Victors pursue to kill or capture a routing 
enemy. We keep this simple with one 
base of the enemy army destroyed 
(permanently) for each cavalry base the 
victor has on the table. So, the Parnian 
army - if it wins - tends to wipe out a 
lot of the enemy due to having entirely 
mounted armies.

A victorious army keeps all bases that 
are on table while their lost bases rejoin 
the army if they roll 4+ on a D6. A losing 
army has any remaining troops (after 
the pursuit) return if they roll a 5+ on a 
D6. We have had four total wipe outs of 
Cannae proportions!

The troops and generals who survive a 
battle may improve their quality. In MeG 
they upgrade as follows: 

Troops

• 3+ Poor to average 

• 5+ Average to superior

• 6+ Superior to exceptional

General

• 3+ Mediocre to competent

• 5+ Competent to talented

• 6+ Talented to legendary

We now have three battle-hardened 
armies roaming the island and they are 
packed with quality. This means that 
scouting an enemy, determining it is at 
4,000, and assuming average troops could 
have you fighting a veteran force worth a 
lot more or an army of new recruits worth 
a lot less. 

PLAYER IDEAS

When you start out on your campaign 
adventure be sure to tell the players that 
anything that is reasonable is something 
you will happily create a rule for in the 
campaign. One player wanted to put a 
wall along their boundary and had to be 
reminded it was 750km long - building 
the great wall of Macadamia would take 
more than a few years! Another enquired 
about ships and built a fleet to do an 
amphibious landing. 

THE EVOLUTION OF  
OUR CAMPAIGN

Within a day of starting our campaign, 
intense diplomatic action ensued 
via WhatsApp, our chosen method 
of communication, resulting in two 
alliances: a great Northern Alliance 
between Rema and Parnia; and a Central 
Alliance between Macadamia and 
Azzaria. Combined with non-aggression 
pacts between centre and south, this left 
the Gilli and Baylzdep nations to fight 
each other while the two great alliances 
fought it out up North.  

Into year seven of an intended ten, one 
nation has disappeared entirely, one has 
doubled in size, one has come back from 
the brink, two alliances have been broken, 
and we can still see three possible nations 
and cultures emerging as the dominant one.

Whatever happens it’s been very 
entertaining and shows that campaigns 
can be the very finest fun in wargaming 
as long as you create momentum and 
maintain it. This one is going all the way! 

Give it a go yourself - it’s easy to adapt 
to any ruleset and you can play it while 
securely bubbled in your home.

Above: Baylzdeep Army.


